
BIOLOGY – YEAR 10  – COMMU NICABLE D ISEASES

A PATHOGENS + THEIR DISEASES 

1 Pathogen
Microorganisms that cause infectious 
disease, e.g. bacteria, viruses, fungi and 
protists. 

2 Bacteria
Reproduce rapidly inside our body.
Release toxins.
Can be treated by antibiotics.

3

Bacteria 
Diseases 
Salmonella 
(1)

Food poisoning from bacteria on 
unhygienic food. Causes fever, stomach 
cramps, vomiting + diarrhoea. 

4

Bacteria 
Diseases 
Gonorrhoea 
(2)

An STD.
Causes a thick yellow/green discharge 
from vagina/penis + pain on urination. 
Treat with antibiotics. 

5 Viruses
Reproduce rapidly inside our body.
Live + reproduce inside body cells, 
destroying them. 

6
Viral 
Diseases
Measles (1)

Spread by inhaling droplets from coughs 
+ sneezes.
Causes fever and red skin rash. 
Vaccine available.

7
Viral 
Diseases HIV 
(2)

Spread by sexual contact or exchange of 
bodily fluid eg blood. 
Causes initially flu-like symptoms. 
Immune system becomes badly 
damages. 
Disease is slowed by retroviral drugs. 

B NATURAL DEFENCE SYSTEMS

1
Non Specific 
Immune 
Response

Body destroying any pathogen.
Skin (physical barrier)
Nose (hairs)
Trachea + bronchi (mucus and cilia)
Stomach (hydrochloric acid)

2 White Blood 
Cells

Work in 3 ways:
• Phagocytosis (engulf any pathogen)
• Make specific antibodies (to destroy 

a specific pathogen)
• Make specific antitoxins (to destroy a 

bacteria’s specific toxin)

8
Viral 
Diseases 
TMV (3)

TMV (tobacco Mosaic model) a plant 
pathogen. Mosaic pattern on leaf 
affecting photosynthesis + so plant 
growth. 

9

Fungi 
Disease
Black Rose 
Spot (1)

Spread by water + wind. Black/purple 
spots on leaves affecting photosynthesis 
and so plant growth. Use 
fungicides/remove affected leaves. 

10
Protist
Disease 
Malaria (1)

Spread by mosquitoes. 
Protist is part of the life cycle of a 
mosquito. 
Causes fever and possibly death. 
Use mosquito nets. 



BIOLOGY – YEAR 10  – COMMUNICABLE D ISEASES (2 )

D ANTIBIOTICS AND PAINKILLERS

1 Antibiotics
Destroy bacteria only. 
Do NOT destroy viruses.
Example penicillin.

2
Antibiotic 
Resistant 
Bacteria

Bacteria evolve to become resistant to 
antibiotics. 
These bacteria are called resistant 
strains. 

3 Painkillers
Treat symptoms. 
Do NOT kill the pathogen
Example paracetamol

E DISCOVERY + DEVELOPMENT
OF DRUGS

1 Drug Origins Traditionally drugs are extracted from 
plants and microbes. 

2 Drug Origin 
Examples

Digitalis (heart drug) – from foxgloves
Aspirin (painkiller) – from willow tree bark
Penicillin (antibiotic) – from mould. 
Discovered by the Scientist Alexander 
Fleming.

3
Making a New 
Drug  
1. Pre Clinical

Testing NOT carried out on humans yet.
Testing on cells, tissues, organs and 
animals.
Checking safety.  

4
Making a New 
Drug
2. Clinical

Testing on humans
1. Test on healthy volunteers – low
dose to check safety (toxicity) and side 
effects.
2.   Test on patients – to check optimum 
dose and to check if the drug actually 
works (efficacy).

5 Double Blind 

During clinical stage of drug testing.
Half of the patients in the trial will be 
given the drug and half given a placebo.
BOTH patients and doctors do not know 
who has the drug or the placebo.
Reduced bias. 

6 Placebo Drug without the active ingredients. 

C VACCINATIONS

1 Vaccine 
Contents Small quantity of dead/inactive pathogen

2
How 
Vaccine 
Works

White blood Cells stimulated to make 
the correct antibodies. 
If in contact with the same pathogen in 
the future, white blood cells respond 
quicker to make the correct antibody. 
With a large proportion of the population 
vaccinated it reduces the spread of the 
disease.



FOU N D ATION  B IOLOGY – YEAR 10  – B IOENERGETICS

A PHOTOSYNTHESIS
1 Photosynthesis 

word equation
Carbon Dioxide + Water à Glucose + 
Oxygen

2 Photosynthesis 
symbols

Carbon Dioxide Water Glucose    Oxygen
CO2 H2O    C6H12O6 O2

3 Photosynthesis 
description

Endothermic reaction with energy 
transferred from environment to chloroplast 
by light

4
Effect of 
temperature on rate 
of respiration

Rate increases until optimum 
temperature reached. Rate 
decreases after passing this 
temperature

5

Effect of light 
intensity, CO2
concentration and 
chloroplast number 
on respiration

Rate increases until plateau 
reached

6 Glucose uses

• Respiration
• Storage as starch, fat or oil
• Cellulose for cell wall or amino acids for 

proteins

C RESPIRATION

1 Respiration 
description

Exothermic reaction in living cells releasing energy 
for chemical reactions, movement and warmth.

2 Aerobic 
respiration

Requires oxygen and releases energy.
Produces carbon dioxide and water.

3 Anaerobic 
respiration

Doesn’t require oxygen only produces little energy.
Produces lactic acid n muscle.
Produces alcohol plus carbon dioxide in yeast.

4
Aerobic 
respiration 
equation

Glucose + Oxygen à Carbon Dioxide + Water 

5
Anaerobic 
respiration
equations

In muscles: Glucose à Lactic Acid
In yeast:      Glucose à Carbon Dioxide + Alcohol

6 Reaction to 
Exercise

Increased heart rate, breathing rate and breathing 
volume.
Anaerobic respiration occurs if insufficient oxygen.

7 Oxygen 
debt

Caused by build up of lactic acid due to anaerobic 
respiration.

B PHOTOSYNTHESIS PRACTICAL

1 Place pondweed in water

2 Add small amount of sodium 
hydrogen carbonate

3 Count bubbles for 1 minute

4 Change distance and repeat

1

2

4

3



HIGHER  B IOLOGY – YEAR 10  – B IOENERGETICS

A PHOTOSYNTHESIS
1 Photosynthesis 

word equation
Carbon Dioxide + Water à Glucose + 
Oxygen

2 Photosynthesis 
symbols

Carbon Dioxide Water Glucose    Oxygen
CO2 H2O    C6H12O6 O2

3 Photosynthesis 
description

Endothermic reaction with energy 
transferred from environment to chloroplast 
by light

4
Effect of 
temperature on rate 
of respiration

Rate increases until optimum 
temperature reached. Rate 
decreases after passing this 
temperature

5

Effect of light 
intensity, CO2
concentration and 
chloroplast number 
on respiration

Rate increases until plateau 
reached

6 Glucose uses

• Respiration
• Storage as starch, fat or oil
• Cellulose for cell wall or amino acids for 

proteins

C RESPIRATION

1 Respiration 
description

Exothermic reaction in living cells releasing energy. 
for chemical reactions, movement and warmth.

2 Aerobic 
respiration

Requires oxygen and releases energy.
Produces carbon dioxide and water.

3 Anaerobic 
respiration

Doesn’t require oxygen only produces little energy.
Produces lactic acid in muscles.
Produces alcohol plus carbon dioxide in yeast.

4
Aerobic 
respiration 
equation

Glucose + Oxygen à Carbon Dioxide + Water 

5
Anaerobic 
respiration
equations

In muscles: Glucose à Lactic Acid
In yeast:      Glucose à Carbon Dioxide + Alcohol

6 Reaction to 
Exercise

Increased heart rate, breathing rate and breathing 
volume.
Anaerobic respiration occurs if insufficient oxygen.

7 Oxygen 
debt

Caused by build up of lactic acid due to anaerobic 
respiration.
Amount of extra oxygen the body needs after 
exercise to react with the accumulated lactic acid and 
remove it from the cells.

8 Lactic Acid 
Breakdown

Blood flowing through the muscles transports the 
lactic acid to the liver where it is converted back into 
glucose.

9 Inverse 
Square Law

Distance and light intensity have inverse relationship
As distance increases light intensity decreases. 
Light intensity = 1/d2 (d is the distance from the lamp)

B PHOTOSYNTHESIS PRACTICAL

1 Place pondweed in water

2 Add small amount of sodium 
hydrogen carbonate

3 Count bubbles for 1 minute

4 Change distance and repeat

1

2

4

3



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 10 – CHEMICAL CHANGES PART II FOUNDATION

A CHEMICAL CHANGES

1 Electrolysis Breaking down compounds into elements
using electricity.

2 Electrolyte
A compound that produces ions when 
dissolved in water or molten. The ions carry 
the charge.

3
Anode
a) What does it 

attract?
b) What is formed?

a) Positive electrode attracts negative ions
b) Halogen or oxygen gas

4

Cathode
a) What does it 

attract?
b) What is formed?
c) How will I know 

which is made?

a) Negative electrode attracts positive ions.
b) Metal or hydrogen gas
c) Form the least reactive element

5 Electrode material A conductive inert (unreactive) substance 
Made of Graphite or Palladium

6 Oxidation Gaining oxygen

7 Reduction Losing oxygen

B ALUMINIUM PRODUCTION
1 Bauxite Aluminium ore (Source of Al2O3)

2 Cryolite Mixed with aluminium oxide to reduce melting 
temperature

3 Carbon Anode 
replaced Oxygen reacts with anode producing CO2

C LEAD BROMIDE ELECTROLYSIS
1 Molten Lead 

Bromide

2 Bromine
Vapour

3 Lead

4 Molten Lead

D AQUEOUS ELECTROLYSIS
1 Measuring

Cylinders

2 Chlorine

3 Hydrogen

4
Sodium 
Chloride
Solution

5 Graphite 
Electrodes

E ALUMINIUM OXIDE ELECTROLYSIS
1 Anodes

2 Cathode

3 Molten 
Aluminium

4
Molten 
Aluminium 
Oxide

1

2 3

4

1
3

4

2

5

1

2 4

3



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 10 – CHEMICAL CHANGES PART II HIGHER

B EQUATIONS
1 Half Ionic Equations 

at the Cathode
Positive Ion + electrons →  Atom

2 Cathode Example 

(Molten PbBr2)
Pb2+ + 2e- → Pb 

3 At the Anode Negative Ion →  Atom + Electrons

4 Anode Example 

(Molten PbBr2)
2Br - → Br2 + 2e-

5 Water Ionising 

Equation
H2O       H+ (aq) + OH - (aq)

6

Cathode Example

(solutions if the 

metal is more 

reactive than 

hydrogen)

2H+ (aq) + 2e- → H2 (g)

7 Anode Example

(Halide solutions)
2Cl- (aq) → Cl2 (g) + 2e-

8
Anode Example 

(sulphate solutions) 4OH- (aq) → 2H2O (l) + O2 (g) + 4e-

9 Aluminium extraction 

reaction equation
2Al2O3 (l) → 4Al (l) + 3O2 (g)

10
Aluminium extraction 

cathode half-ionic 

equation

Al3+ (l) + 3e- → Al (l)

11
Aluminium extraction 

anode half-ionic 

equation

2O2- (l) → O2 (g) + 4e-

A CHEMICAL CHANGES

1 Electrolysis
Breaking down compounds into elements using 

electricity

2 Electrolyte

A compound that produces ions when 

dissolved in water or molten. The ions carry the 

charge.

3 Anode
Positive electrode attracts negative ions, which 

are then oxidised.

4 Cathode
Negative electrode attracts positive ions, which 

are then reduced.

5 Electrode 

material

A conductive inert (unreactive) substance 

Made of Graphite or Palladium

6 Oxidation
Gaining oxygen

Losing Electrons

7 Reduction
Losing oxygen

Gaining Electrons

8 Product at 

electrode
Least reactive element

9 Anode 

Produces
Oxygen unless a halide is present.

10 Bauxite Aluminium ore (Source of Al2O3)

11 Cryolite
Mixed with aluminium oxide to reduce the 

melting temperature

12 Carbon Anode 

replaced
Oxygen reacts with the anode producing CO2



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 10 – CHEMICAL CHANGES PART II HIGHER

C LEAD BROMIDE ELECTROLYSIS
1 Molten Lead 

Bromide

2 Bromine 

Vapour

3 Lead

4 Molten Lead

D AQUEOUS ELECTROLYSIS
1 Measuring 

Cylinders

2 Chlorine

3 Hydrogen

4
Sodium 

Chloride 

Solution

5 Graphite 

Electrodes

E ALUMINIUM OXIDE ELECTROLYSIS
1 Anodes

2 Cathode

3 Molten 

Aluminium

4
Molten 

Aluminium 

Oxide

1

2 3

4

1

3

4

2

5

1

2 4

3



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 10 – QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY FOUNDATION

B IMPORTANT EQUATIONS

1 % by Mass = !"#$% &! '"( )*)(+ $#", "'#-) )%),).#
/!"' 0",1"2.3

x 100

2 Concentration 
(g/dm4) = mass of solute (g)

*"%2,) "' 5"%2#6". (3,")

3
Volume 
Conversion (cm3

into dm3)

cm4

1000 = dm4

A QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY

1 Conservation 
of mass

No atoms are lost or made during a chemical 
reaction.
Mass of products equals the mass of reactants, 
in a closed system

2
Relative 

formula mass, 
M(

The sum of the relative atomic masses of the 
all atoms the in the formula.

3
Relative 

Atomic Mass, 
Ar

The average mass of the isotopes of an 
element relative to 1/12th of a carbon-12 atom



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 10 – QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY HIGHER

B IMPORTANT EQUATIONS

1 RFM (Mr) 
= sum of the Ar of every atom in the 
chemical formula

2 % by Mass = !"#$% &! '"( )*)(+ $#", "'#-) )%),).#
/!"' 0",1"2.3

x 100

3 Number Moles = 4566 (8)/!

4 Total number of 
atoms/molecules/ions = moles x 6.02 x 10:;

5 Concentration (g/dm;) = mass of solute (g)
*"%2,) "' <"%2#=". (3,")

6 Volume Conversion
(cm3 into dm3)

cm;

1000 = dm;

A QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY

1 Conservation 
of mass

No atoms are lost or made during a chemical 
reaction.
Mass of products equals the mass of reactants, 
in a closed system.

2
Relative 

formula mass, 
(M()

The sum of the relative atomic masses of all 
the atoms in the formula.

3
Relative 

Atomic Mass, 
(Ar)

The average mass of the isotopes of an 
element relative to 1/12th of a carbon-12 atom.

4 Moles
Avogadro’s constant = 6.02 x 1023
The mass of 1 mole of a compound is equal to 
the Mr, or the Ar for an element.

5 Limiting
reagents 

The reactant that is completely used up first in 
a reaction.

6 Excess 
Reagent

More than required is added to ensure the 
limiting reagent completely reacts.
e.g. CuO when making CuSO4



C H E M I S T R Y  – Y E A R  1 0  – R A T E  A N D  E X T E N T  O F  C H E M I C A L  C H A N G E  
F O U N D A T I O N

A RATE OF REACTION

1 Mean rate of 
reaction

quantity of reactant used or product formed    
time taken

2 Units of rate of 
reaction

g/s

cm3/s 

3 Factors that affect 
rates of reaction

Temperature
Concentration (of a solution)
Surface area (of a solid)
Catalyst 
Pressure (of a gas)

4 Interpret a graph

The steeper the curve, the faster the rate 
of reaction

5 Measuring rates of 
reaction

Volume of gas produced over time (using 
a Gas syringe)

Mass loss over time using a balance (if a 
gas escapes)

Time taken for cross to disappear 
(precipitate formed)

B COLLISION THEORY

1 Increasing 
concentration/pressure

The more particle in same 
volume, more frequent 
collisions.

2 Increasing Temperature

Particle move faster.
Collide more frequently
More particles have the 
activation energy.

3 Activation Energy The energy needed to start a 
reaction.

4 Using a powder
Increases the surface area.
Particles collide more 
frequently.

4 Catalysts

Increase the rate of reaction, 
but are not used up. Provide an 
alternative reaction pathway 
with a lower activation energy.

C REVERSIBLE REACTIONS

1 Reversible Reactions 

Products of the reaction can 
react to produce the reactants.

2 Energy changes
If a reaction is exothermic in 
one direction, it is endothermic 
in the opposite direction.

3 Closed system
None of the reactants or 
products can escape, and 
nothing else gets in.

4 Equilibrium
The rate of the forward and 
backward reaction are the 
same, in a closed system.



C H E M I S T R Y  – Y E A R  1 0  – R A T E  A N D  E X T E N T  O F  C H E M I C A L  C H A N G E  
H I G H E R

A RATE OF REACTION

1 Mean rate of 
reaction

quantity of reactant used or product formed    
time taken

2 Units of rate of 
reaction

g/s
cm3/s 
mol/s

3 Factors that affect 
rates of reaction

Temperature
Concentration (of a solution)
Surface area (of a solid)
Catalyst 

4 Interpret a graph

The steeper the curve, the faster the rate 
of reaction

5 Calculating rates 
from tangents

gradient = change in y
change in x

6 Measuring rates of 
reaction

Gas syringe (gas collected)

Mass loss using a balance (gas escapes)

Time taken for cross to disappear 
(precipitate formed)

C REVERSIBLE REACTIONS

1 Reversible Reactions 
Products of the reaction can 
react to produce the reactants.

2 Energy changes
If a reaction is exothermic in 
one direction, it is endothermic 
in the opposite direction.

3 Closed system
None of the reactants or 
products can escape and 
nothing else gets in.

4 Equilibrium
The rate of the forward and 
backward reaction are the 
same, in a closed system.

B COLLISION THEORY

1 Increasing 
concentration/pressure

The more particle in same 
volume, more frequent 
collisions.

2 Increasing Temperature

Particle move faster.
Collide more frequently
More particles have the 
activation energy.

3 Activation Energy
The energy needed to start a 
reaction.

4 Using a powder
Increases the surface area.
Particles collide more 
frequently.

4 Catalysts

Increase the rate of reaction, 
but are not used up. Provide an 
alternative reaction pathway 
with a lower activation energy.



C H E M I S T R Y  – Y E A R  1 0  – R A T E  A N D  E X T E N T  O F  C H E M I C A L  C H A N G E  
H I G H E R

D LE CHATELIER’S PRINCIPLE

1 Le Chatelier’s
Principle

If the conditions are changed when a reversible reaction 
is at equilibrium, the system will try to counteract the 
change.

2 Increase in 
Temperature

Equilibrium will shift in favour of the endothermic reaction 
in order to absorb the heat energy (counteract the 
change).

(in the example above the yield of product will decrease).

3 Decrease in 
Temperature

Equilibrium will shift in favour of the exothermic reaction 
in order to increase the heat energy (counteract the 
change).

(In the example above the yield of products will 
increase).

4 Increase in pressure

Equilibrium will shift to the side with fewer moles of gas .

(In this example the product yield will decrease).

5 Decrease in pressure

Equilibrium will shift to the side with more moles of gas.

(In this example the product yield increases).

D LE CHATELIER’S PRINCIPLE

6 Increase in 
Concentration

An increase in N2 or H2 causes a 
shift in equilibrium to the right 
(counteract the change).

Yield of NH3 will increase.

7
Decrease in 
Concentration

A decrease in NH3 causes a shift 
in equilibrium to the right 
(counteract the change).

Yield of NH3 increases



QUESTION 1   

1 Time and 
marks 

5 minutes
4 marks

2 Question 
Focus 

Identifying explicit information in 
the text.
Example: List 4 things about… 

3 Action

1. Highlight and underline 
keywords in the question.

2. Draw a box around the lines 
given in the question.

3. You can list 4 direct 
quotations or paraphrase 
them.

4 Remember 
to…

1. Only have one point per line. 

2. Be careful not to repeat points. 

B QUESTION 2

1 Time and 
marks 

10-12 minutes 
8 marks 

2 Question 
Focus 

Analysing Language 
Example: How does the writer use 
language to…

3 Action

1. Read the question carefully. 
2. Make sure you answer for the 

right lines.
3. Annotate the text for language 

techniques and sentence 
forms in the specific section. 

4. This is the language analysis 
question

4 Remember 
to:

1. Make a range of points (2 or 3 main 
ones)
2. Embed specific quotes used to 
support points
3. Identify and explain the choice of 
language techniques

4. Zoom in on keywords 

Key Vocabulary 

5 Repeats When something reoccurs 

6. Illustrates Serves as an example of 

7. Highlights Draws specific attention to

8. Reiterates Revisit an idea

9. Indicates Mentions indirectly and signposts 
towards something 

10. Emphasises Gives importance or value to 

C QUESTION 3

1 Time and 
marks 

10-12 minutes 
8 marks 

2 Question 
Focus 

Analysing structure  
Example: You now need to think 
about the whole of the Source. How 
has the writer structured the text 
to… 

3 Action

1. Read the question carefully. 
2. You are looking at the whole 

text. 
3. Skim the source for structural 

features. 
4. This is the structure analysis 

question

4 Remember 
to:

1. Make a range of points (2 or 3 
main ones).

2. Describe and explain why 
structural features are used in the 
quotes or reference.
3. Explain how the text changes in 
terms of focus and consider why.
4. Link back to the task.

Key Vocabulary 

5 Connectives 
to compare 

Moreover/ Furthermore/ 
Additionally/ Similarly

6. Connectives 
to contrast 

However/ Despite this/On the other 
hand/ In contrast 

7. Focus Directing the reader to a specific 
point of attention

8. Shift A change, for example in time or 
place 

9. Opening / 
Ending 

Capturing the interest at the start 
and leaving a lasting impression

10. Zoom Taking the focus from large to small 
or vice versa. 

Key Vocabulary 

5 Explicit To state clearly, leaving no room 
for confusion or doubt.

6 Implicit To suggest but not directly state

A READING AND PLANNING
1 Time 5-10 minutes

2 Actions

1. Read the source carefully 
2. Annotate the source, 

identifying and language or 
structural features 

3. Make a note of GAP- Genre, 
Audience and Purpose 

ENGLISH - YEAR 10  – ENGLISH LANGUAGE PAPER 1  
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D QUESTION 4

1 Time and 
marks 

25 minutes 
20 marks 

2 Question 
Focus 

Analysing Language 
Example: A student, having read 
this section of the text said “…” To 
what extent do you agree?

3 Action

1. Read the question carefully. 
2. Draw a box around the lines 

given in the question.
3. Focus on the statement given 

in the question and your 
opinion on it.

4. Provide a range of points ‘for’ 
and/or ‘against’.

5. Any element of the text can be 
used to support your opinion.

4 Remember 
to:

1. Make a range of points (4 or 5 
main ones). 

2. Consistently make reference to 
your opinion. 

3. Evaluate the text critically. 

Key Vocabulary 

5 Genre The text type. Examples: Romantic, 
horror

6 Setting The place or surroundings 

7 Characters 
Created through descriptions, 
speech, thoughts, actions, 
appearance and impact.

8 Dialogue A conversation or exchange 
between two or more characters 

9 Atmosphere  The mood or tone of the piece of 
writing 

10 Description Aims to make vivid a place, object, or 
character through a range of 
techniques 

E QUESTION 5

1 Time and 
marks 

45 minutes 
40 marks     (only complete one task)

2 Question 
Focus 

This is the writing question. you will 
be given a choice of two tasks- to 
describe or to narrate. 
Example: Write a description, as 
suggested by this picture
Or
Write a story with the title… 

3 Action

1. Decide which question task 
you will respond to

2. Make a clear plan 
3. Aim to write up to 2 sides, 
incorporating all of the focus 
areas:
organisation, structure, sentence 
structures, vocabulary, 
techniques, SPAG, paragraphs, 
purpose and audience. 

4 Remember 
to:

1. Make sure you write a plan 
2. Proof read your work carefully 

F LANGUAGE
1 Metaphor When something is presented as 

something else 

2 Simile When something is presented as 
like or as something else 

3 Personification Giving human traits to something 
not human 

3 Pathos
Language used to appeal to the 
emotions 

4 Rule of three A list of three items ( 3=effect)

5 Hyperbole Extreme exaggeration 

6 Imagery Creating vivid images for the 
reader

7 Alliteration 
the reoccurrence of a  letter or 
sound at the beginning of adjacent 
or closely connected words

8 Oxymoron Contradictory terms together-
‘bittersweet’

9 Semantic field A set of words connected by a 
common theme

10 Pathetic 
Fallacy 

The weather foreshadows the 
mood or tone 

G STRUCTURE
1 Cyclical The beginning and end mirror each other 

in some way 6 Chronological Events are told in the order they occur

2 Hook
Engages the reader’s attention- it could 
be a joke to entertain, or withholding 
information. 

7 Juxtaposition Two ideas are placed together which 
contrast or contradict 

3 Paragraphs 
A break in the writing which occurs with a 
change in Time, Person, Topic, Place 
(TiPToP)

8 Cliff-hanger Leaves the audience in suspense. A 
dramatic ending. 

4 Sentences
Use a variety of sentence forms including 
simple, complex, compound, one-worded. 
Vary openings. 

9 Flashback/ 
Flash-forward

Revisiting past events (analepsis)
Visiting the future (prolepsis) 

5 Foreshadowing Hints at what is to come 10 Resolution An answer or solution to a conflict. 
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QUESTION 1   

1 Time and 
marks 

5 minutes
4 marks

2 Question 
Focus 

Identifying and interpreting 
Example: Read again the first part of 
Source A from lines… to…
Choose four statements below which 
are true.

3 Action

1. Shade the circles in the boxes of 
the ones that you think are true.

2. Choose no more than four 
statements.

3. If you make an error cross out the 
whole box.

4 Remember 
to…

1. Check your responses by finding the 
supporting evidence from the text
2. Draw a box around the lines given to 
you in the question 

B QUESTION 2

1 Time and 
marks 

10 minutes 
8 marks 

2 Question 
Focus 

Summarising similarities or 
differences 
Example: Use details from both 
sources to write a summary of the 
[similarities/differences] between… 

3 Action

1. Highlight the keywords in the 
question, including whether the 
focus is on similarities or 
differences. 

2. Identify quotes to support from 
both sources.

3. Use connectives to link 
paragraphs.

4. Explaining what the quotes 
suggest to the reader- the 
implicit meaning 

4 Remember 
to:

1. Make a range of comparisons (2 or 
3 main ones)

2. Embed specific quotes to support 
the comparisons

Key Vocabulary 

5 Connectives 
to compare  

Moreover/ Furthermore/ 
Additionally/ Similarly

6 Connectives 
to contrast 

However/ Despite this/ On the other 
hand/ In contrast 

7 Explicit and 
Implicit 

C QUESTION 3

1 Time and 
marks 

15 minutes 
12 marks 

2 Question 
Focus 

Analysing language  
Example: How does the writer use 
language to try to… their readers?

3 Action

1. Read the question carefully, 
highlighting the keywords 

2. Identify quotations from the source to 
support your idea.

3. Explain what technique the writer 
uses and analyse how that technique 
influences the reader.

4. Zoom in on a particular word or 
phrase and explain its impact on the 
reader.

5. Link back to the question, e.g. 
Therefore the adjectives influence 
the reader because they help to…

4 Remembe
r to:

1.Make a range of points (2 or 3 main 
ones).

2. Only refer to the one source 
mentioned in the question 

3. Use PEEZL structure
4. avoid using common phrases like ‘it 

makes the reader want to read on’ 

Key Vocabulary 

5 Reader The audience. Consider their 
response to the source. 

6 Writer Consider the purpose of choices made. 
What are they trying to achieve? 

7 Affirms To support and confirm 

8 Exaggerates To present something as larger or 
more dramatic 

9 Accentuates To make more noticeable 

A READING AND PLANNING
1 Time 5-10 minutes

2 Actions

1. Read the two non-fiction sources
2. The two texts will be linked by a 

common topic, but will be from two 
different time periods. 

3. Consider the writer’s attitude and 
perspective 

4. Make a note of GAP- Genre, Audience 
and Purpose 

Key Vocabulary 

3 Argue Give the case for one side of a debate

4 Persuade Convince someone that your opinion 
is right 

5 Advise Provide suggestions to provide 
someone with a way forward

6 Inform Explain a topic in an unbiased way



D QUESTION 4

1
Time and 

marks 

25 minutes 

16 marks

2
Question 

Focus 

Compare writer’s ideas and 

perspectives 

Example: Compare how the two 

writers convey their [similar/different] 

attitudes to … 

3 Action

1. Read the question carefully. 

2. Focus on the links between the 

two texts. 

3. Include connectives to link your 

ideas together.

4. The suggested structure for 

responding to this question is: 

L PEEZ C PEEZL

4
Remember 

to:

1. Make a range of comparisons 

2. Identify whether the question is 

asking for similarities or differences

3. Switch your focus between the two 

texts- compare them concurrently 

Key Vocabulary 

5 Genre 
The text type. Examples: Romantic, 

horror

6 Setting The place or surroundings 

7 Characters 

Created through descriptions, 

speech, thoughts, actions, 

appearance and impact.

8 Dialogue
A conversation or exchange 

between two or more characters 

9 Atmosphere  
The mood or tone of the piece of 

writing 

10
Description

aims to make vivid a place, object, or 

character through a range of 

techniques 

E QUESTION 5

1
Time and 

marks 

45 minutes 

40 marks

2
Question 

Focus 

This is the writing question. you will be 

given one task. 

Example:“Fox hunting is a barbaric 

sport and it should be banned.”

Write an essay for a school 
newsletter to explain your point of 

view on this topic.

3 Action

1. Work out the purpose, audience 
and type

2. Write a plan for your response

3. Consider the language 

techniques you will need to 

include, dependent on the 

purpose of your writing.  

4. Think carefully about your 

structure and paragraphing.

5. Include developed vocabulary

6. Match the tone of your writing to 

your viewpoint 

4 Remember to:

1. Make sure you write a plan 

2. Proof read your work carefully, 

checking for SPaG

F LANGUAGE

1
Direct 

Address

The writer openly addresses the 

reader  

2 Alliteration  

The reoccurrence of a  letter or 

sound at the beginning of adjacent 

or closely connected words

3 Fact Known or proven to be true

3 Opinion A personal judgement or viewpoint

4
Rhetorical 

Question 

A question posed which is not 

intended to be answered. Often 

RQs are used to emphasise a point 

5
Emotive 

Language  

Word choices which provoke an 

emotional response in the reader

6 Statistic Numerical data 

7 
Rule of 

Three 
A list of three items ( 3=effect)

8 Diction The writer’s choice of words

9 
Semantic 

field

A set of words connected by a 

common theme

10 Repetition 
When a word, phrase or ideas is 

revisited numerous times

G                                   TYPE OF TEXT

1 Speech 

- a clear address to an audience

- effective/fluently linked sections to 

indicate sequence

- rhetorical indicators that an audience 

is being addressed throughout

- a clear sign off e.g. ‘Thank you for 

listening’

6 Letter  

- the use of addresses

- a date

- An appropriate mode of address e.g. 

Dear Sir/Madam 

- an appropriate mode of signing off: 

Yours sincerely/faithfully.

2 Article 

- a clear/apt/original title

- a strapline (beneath the headline)

- subheadings

an introductory (overview) paragraph

7 Essay  

- an effective introduction and 

convincing conclusion

-Fluently linked paragraphs to 

sequence a range of ideas.

3 Leaflet   

- a clear/apt/original title

- organisational devices such as 

inventive subheadings or bullet points
8 Paragraphs

TiP ToP- Change paragraphs to show 

a change in time, place, topic or 

person. Use paragraphs for effect. 
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ENGLISH L ITERATURE Y10  - A  CHRISTM AS CAROL

A CONTEXT

1 Dickens

Dickens’ father was sent to jail for debt and Dickens was 
forced to give up his education until inheritance money could 
pay for private tuition. He was put to work in a warehouse, 
pasting labels on bottles and gaining first-hand experience of 
poverty. Dickens became a writer of fiction and journalism, 
reporting on court cases and working for radical newspapers 
on his disappointment with politics and the class system.

2

Thomas 
Malthaus
And 
Jeremy 
Bentham

Thomas Malthus, who cautioned against intervening when 
people were hungry because it would only lead to an 
untenable population size. Better that the poor should starve 
and thus “decrease the surplus population.”
Jeremy Bentham was an English philosopher and social 
reformer regarded as the founder of modern utilitarianism. 
Bentham defined as the "fundamental axiom" of his 
philosophy the principle that "it is the greatest happiness of 
the greatest number."

3
Workhouse 
The Poor 
Law

In 1834 the Poor Law Amendment Act was designed to 
reduce the cost of looking after the poor. If people wanted 
help they had to go into a workhouse to get it. Once admitted 
to the workhouse, people were known as inmates, and 
categorised according to their status. Men, women and 
children were segregated, some never to be reunited. Meals 
were cheap, filling food such as gruel (a thick porridge-like 
sludge). The workhouses were strictly run, with many rules 
which were to be adhered to at all times, with severe 
consequences for those who refused them.

4 Prisons

Victorians were worried about the rising crime rate:  and 
were firm believers in punishment for criminals. They had 
clear ideas about what these prisons should be like: 
unpleasant places, of laborious work to deter people from 
committing crimes. 

5 Children

For the poor, there often wasn’t the time or energy for play. 
Starvation and cold were facts of life, and many children 
were expected to contribute to household income. Children 
worked in huge, unsafe factories for very small wages. 
Others worked in suffocating mines and smaller children 
were chimney sweeps

B PLOT SUMMARY

Stave 1

Meet Scrooge – lonely and obsessed with money. Scrooge’s nephew 
Fred invites him for  Christmas dinner. Scrooge refuses. Charity workers 
ask Scrooge for money. He refuses. Scrooge’s worker Bob treated 
unfairly and wants Christmas day off work. Lets him have day off. 
Scrooge visited by ghost of old business partner Jacob Marley. Marley 
tells him he needs to change his ways and that he’ll be visited by three 
ghosts. 

Stave 2
Ghost of Christmas Past arrives. Scrooge taken back to childhood. We 
see how lonely he was. Meet old employer Fezziwig and see great 
Christmas parties. Meet ex-fiancée Belle. They break up – he’s too 
obsessed with money. Scrooge is upset. 

Stave 3
Meet Ghost of Christmas Present. Shows Cratchit Christmas. They are 
very poor. Tiny Tim will die unless future changes. Taken to Fred’s. 
Playing games and Fred pities Scrooge. Spirit shows him two children: 
Ignorance and Want. Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come appears. 

Stave 4
The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come shows him people talking about 
someone who has died. No one cares. Takes him back to Cratchit’s. Tiny 
Tim dead. Shows Scrooge his own gravestone. Scrooge says he’ll 
change his ways. 

Stave 5
Scrooge wakes up a new man. sends prize turkey to Bob’s house. 
Donates to charity. Goes to Fred’s and welcomed. Becomes a second 
father to Tiny Tim.  

C KEY THEMES

1 Redemption
The act of being saved from sin.
In Scrooge, we see a man who is transformed from a greedy, 
selfish miser into a generous and good-natured character by the 
end. 

2 Responsibility Scrooge learns to take responsibility for the poor, and in doing 
so redeems himself.

3 Poverty
Scrooge’s refusal to give to charity highlights the selfishness of 
the higher classes and the injustice of wealth distribution in 
Victorian society

4 Family Dickens balances Scrooge’s isolation with vibrant vignettes that 
show us the positive benefits of a close and loving family life

5 Christmas

Dickens uses the ideas of generosity and compassion that we 
associate with Christmas to highlight the transformation of the 
main character. We see Scrooge change from a miserly man, 
contrasting with the spirit of Christmas, to someone who is full of 
joy. 



ENGLISH L ITERATURE Y10  - A  CHRISTM AS CAROL
D KEY CHARACTERS
1 Ebenezer Scrooge A selfish business man who transforms into a charitable 

philanthropist.

2 Jacob Marley Scrooge’s dead partner who returns as a ghost to warn 
Scrooge to change his ways.

3 Fezziwig and Fred
Scrooge’s former boss and nephew. Both juxtapose Scrooge, 
demonstrating positive qualities of the human race. Act as a 

role model and foil to Scrooge.

4 Bob Catchit Scrooge’s clerk who doesn’t have much money. He loves his 
family and is shown to be happy and morally upstanding. 

5 Tiny Tim Bob’s ill son who represents the surplus population, his story 
plays a crucial part in inspiring Scrooge’s transformation.

6 The Ghost of 
Christmas Past

A strange combination of young and old, wearing
white robes and looking like a candle.

7 The Ghost of 
Christmas Present 

A portly, jovial gentleman surrounded by a warm glow.
He brings joy to the most needy of the people.

8
The Ghost of 

Christmas Yet to 
Come

A robed and hooded spirit who confronts Scrooge with his 
bleak future and own tombstone.

9
The females:

Mrs Cratchit, Belle 
and Little Fan

Demonstrate the qualities of family and loving relationships, 
which Scrooge has rejected over time for money and wealth.

F KEY QUOTES
• “Oh! But he was a tight-fisted hand at the grindstone.”
• “Hard and sharp as flint.” 
• “Secret, and self-contained, and solitary as an oyster.”
• “No warmth could warm, no wintry weather chill him.”
• “Are there no prisons?”
• 'Bah!' said Scrooge, 'Humbug!'
• “Decrease the surplus population.”
• "What right have you to be dismal? What reason have you to be
• morose? You're rich enough." [Fred]
• "I wear the chain I forged in life."
• "The spirit within him should walk abroad among his fellowmen, and travel far 

and wide; and if that spirit goes not forth in life, it is condemned to do so after 
death.”

• “It was a strange figure-like a child: yet not so like a child as like an old man.”
• “A solitary child, neglected by his friends, is left there still.”
• “The happiness he [Fezziwig] gives, is quite as great as if it cost a fortune.”
• “and he sobbed” - Scrooge
• “There sat a jolly Giant, glorious to see, who bore a glowing torch, in shape not 

unlike Plenty's horn.”
• “Oh, a wonderful pudding! Bob Cratchit said, and calmly too, that he regarded it 

as the greatest success achieved by Mrs Cratchit since their marriage.”
• “I see a vacant seat by the poor chimney corner, and a crutch without an 

owner...carefully preserved. If these shadows remain unaltered by the future, 
the child will die.”

• “God bless us, every one!”
• “Will you decide what men shall live, what men shall die?”
• “This boy is Ignorance. This girl is Want. Beware them both.”
• “The Phantom slowly, gravely, silently approached.”
• “Legs trembled beneath him”
• “It is likely to be a cheap funeral”
• “Scrooge crept towards it, trembling as he went; and following the finger, read 

upon the stone of the neglected grave his own name, Ebenezer Scrooge.”
• “I hope to live to be another man from what I once was”
• “I will honour Christmas in my heart, and try to keep it all the year. I will live in 

the Past, the Present, and the Future!”
• “The spirits of all three shall strive within me”
• “I am as light as a feather, I am as happy as an angel, I am as merry as a 

school boy”
• “Scrooge was better than his word. He did it all, and infinitely more!”
• “His own heart laughed: and that was quite enough for him.”

E KEY METHODS
1 Pathetic fallacy Where the weather reflects the mood of the story, Scrooge’s 

personality is linked to the cold weather.

2 Symbolism Representing ideas through imagery, Ignorance = lack of 
knowledge. Want = desire to have something.

3 Motif Recurring images or ideas throughout a text.

4 Stave A set of five parallel lines on which musical notes are written.
To prevent something bad from happening.

5 Dramatic irony Where the audience/reader knows more than the character.

6 Flashback A time shift back to the past – Scrooge’s memories of childhood.

7 Foreshadowing Hint or a warning of something in the future.

8 Juxtaposition 
Two concepts, themes, ideas or characters that are

contrasting or opposite.
The similes used at the beginning and end to contrast Scrooge.



ENGLISH L ITERATURE - AN INSPECTOR CALLS
A CONTEXT

1 J B 
Priestley

Born in 1894, he always wanted to be a writer.  He joined the infantry for 
WWI, narrowly escaping death.  After the war he became a writer and by 
WWII, he was a journalist broadcasting on BBC radio.  Although popular, his 
show was cancelled due to his critical views of the government.   He was 
concerned with social inequality in Britain and instrumental in the set up of 
the Welfare State to help people in need, after suffering years at war.  

2 Politics

This play was written in 1945.  During the war men of different social classes  
had fought side by side in battle.  Women had taken on men’s jobs and 
proven themselves very capable.  The labour party were more popular now 
than Winston Churchill and the conservatives.

3 Ideas

Priestley set the play before both world wars in 1912 during the Edwardian 
era.  He challenges the unfair and stereotypical views surrounding class and 
gender, to encourage society to build on the changes happening at the end 
of the war.  

D KEY METHODS

1 Dramatic irony A technique where the audience knows more than 
a character.

2 Foreshadowing A hint or a warning of something in the future.

3 Symbolism The representation of ideas in images or motifs.

4 Juxtaposition Two concepts, themes, ideas or characters that are 
contrasting or opposite.

B KEY WORDS AND THEMES
1 Capitalist Using money in business to make profit.

2 Conscience/ 
Morality Understanding or acting with a sense of what is  right or wrong.

3 Guilt Commit a crime or do something wrong.

4 Hypocritical Behaving in a superior way that contradicts your beliefs with your 
actions

5 Scandal An immoral or illegal action that may damage a reputation.

6 Social Class Society divided based on money or status.

7 Socialism Political system to share the wealth equally across the community

8 Social 
Responsibility Individuals should look after each other in society

9 Gender 
Inequality

Women’s roles were changing but they still had less power than 
men

10 Generations The older generations had fixed mind sets compared to the 
attitudes of the younger generation which were open to change.

C KEY CHARACTER QUOTATIONS

1
Inspector 

Goole 
Priestley's mouthpiece, proxy; advocates social justice
‘Better to ask for the earth than to take it.’
‘Waiting… to do my duty.’
Fire, blood and anguish’

2
Mr Birling Head of the family, capitalist; against social equality

‘Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.’
‘Like bees in a hive.’
‘Community and all that nonsense.’
‘I’d give thousands …thousands.’

3
Mrs Birling Socially superior wife and mother, hypocritical

‘Girls of that sort.’
‘Impertinent. … I accept no blame’
‘Look for the father…it’s his responsibility.’

4
Sheila Daughter, immature and spoilt -feels regret, changes

‘But these girls aren’t cheap labour - they're people.’
‘Why you fool he knows.’
‘In a furious temper… jealous.’

5
Eric Son, drinks too much, irresponsible but full of regret

‘You are not the kind of father a chap can come to.’
‘You killed her and the child she’d have had too.’
‘Easily turns nasty …threatened to make a row.’

6
Gerald Fiancé to Sheila, wealthy, abuses power over women.

‘You seem to be a nice well-behaved family’ 
‘I didn’t feel about her how she felt about me.’
‘Your mistress…. I suppose it was inevitable.’

7
Eva Unseen victim of social injustice

‘Strong disinfectant … burnt her inside out.’
‘Pretty …a good sport.’ 
‘It’s too late.  She’s dead.’



F             PLOT      ACT 2
1

The investigation moves on to Gerald and how he had an 
affair with Eva, after finding her struggling to find food and 
lodging.  Gerald did not love her and took advantage of her 
vulnerable situation.  He put her into a flat and kept her as 
his mistress.  He finished the relationship last summer.  
Gerald is distressed to find out the same woman is now 
dead.

2

Sheila returns the engagement ring saying they are 
different people now.  Mr and Mrs Birling are disgusted and 
don’t want to hear the details but, they don’t seem to think 
badly of Gerald.

3

The Inspector begins to question Mrs Birling.  He reveals 
that Eva visited a charity organisation for help.  Sybil Birling 
is the chairperson for the charity.  Mrs Birling is offended by 
the abrupt questioning of the Inspector, nevertheless he 
continues to question her.

4

Mrs Birling says that the girl lied, about being married, what 
her name was and turned out to be a single pregnant 
woman. Due to this Mrs Birling refused to allow the charity 
help Eva and turned her away.  She has no regrets and 
feels justified because she says it is the baby’s father who 
must take responsibility.

5

Sheila makes a link before her mum and begs her to stop.  
But she doesn’t until she sees Eric arrive and realises he is 
the father.

E             PLOT      ACT 1        
1

Stage directions reveal the wealthy Birling family in the 
dining room, celebrating the engagement of the 
daughter, Sheila, to Gerald Croft (from another wealthy 
and high status family.)

2

Dramatic irony is used whilst Birling gives long speech 
after dinner to the men, concerning his negative views 
on community, the prospect of war and the mention of 
the Titanic

3

The Inspector arrives with news of a young woman’s 
suicide, Eva Smith.  He is commanding despite the 
status of the family and takes charge using a photo of 
the dead girl.  He begins his investigation and 
questioning of Mr Birling.

4

We learn Mr Birling sacked Eva, for being part of a 
Trade Union demanding better wages for women at his 
works. Before then he had considered her a good 
worker. Gerald supports him, but Eric and Sheila try to 
defend the girl.

5

The Inspector turns to questioning Sheila, who, we 
discover is responsible for Eva losing her next job in a 
shop.  Sheila was in a temper and jealous of the pretty 
Eva.  She complained and used the power of her family 
name and money to insist they sack her.

6

The Inspector reveals Eva changed her name to Daisy 
Renton.  Gerald reacts and Sheila realises he had an 
affair.

G             PLOT      ACT 3
1

Eric has a drink and describes how he and Eva met when 
he was drunk.   He was in a nasty state and they ended 
up having sex even though she had asked him not to 
stay. He used his power as a man over a helpless woman 
to get what he wanted.  They continued to meet  a few 
more times and eventually she told him that she was 
having his baby.  

2

Eric tried to ask for a rise from his father but was refused.  
This led to him stealing some money to try to help Eva.  
Once she realised it was stolen she wouldn't take any 
more. 

3

Even though he had offered to marry her, Eva said no 
because she knew he didn’t love her and was just an 
immature boy still.

4

Eric is confused about how the family know so much until 
he is told that his mother turned Eva away from the 
charity without any aid. He is very distressed and angry 
with his mother.

5

The Inspector makes a threatening speech, warning them 
that they must change or faces the consequences. He 
leaves.

6

Gerald discovers the Inspector is a fake.  He and Mr & 
Mrs Birling laugh at the hoax with relief.  Eric and Sheila 
are not ready to forget the lessons they have learnt.  The 
phone rings and Mr Birling is told an Inspector is on his 
way, about a suicide.
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A HIGH FREQUENCY 
VOCABULARY

1 Bonjour / Salut Hello / Hi

2 Je m’appelle I am called 

3 Comment 
t’appelles-tu?

What are you 
called?

4 Mon / Ma / Mes My

5 La mère / le père Mother / Father

6 La soeur / le frère Sister / Brother

7 La famille The family

8 S’entendre avec To get on well 
with

9 Se disputer avec To argue with

10 Mon/ma meilleur(e)
ami(e) My best friend

C DESCRIPTIONS – PRESENT TENSE
1 Je suis grand(e) / petit(e) / de taille moyenne I am tall / small / medium-height

2 J’ai les cheveux longs / courts / ondulés / frisés / raides / en brosse I have (the) hair long / short / wavy / curly / straight / spiked

3 J’ai les cheveux noirs /  bruns / châtains / blonds / roux / gris I have (the) hair black / brown / fair / blond / red / grey

4 J’ai les yeux marron / verts / bleus / gris I have (the) eyes brown / green / blue / grey

5 Je suis bavard(e) / charmant(e) / égoïste / sympa / timide / … I am chatty / charming / selfish / kind / shy / …

B KEY VERBS

1

AVOIR

J’ai
Tu as
Il / Elle / On a
Nous avons
Vous avez
Ils / Elles ont

2

ÊTRE

Je suis
Tu es
Il / Elle / On est
Nous sommes
Vous êtes
Ils / Elles sont

3

ALLER

Je vais
Tu vas
Il / Elle / On va
Nous allons
Vous allez
Ils /Elles sont

4

FAIRE

Je fais
Tu fais
Il / Elle / On fait
Nous faisons
Vous faites
Ils / Elle font

D MARRIAGE AND PARTNERSHIPS
1 Se marier (reflexive verb) ;  Je vais me marier / Il/Elle va se marier / Ils/Elles

vont se marier
To get married; I’m going to get married / He/She’s going to get married / 
They’re going to get married

2 Vivre en concubinage;  Je vais vivre en concubinage / Ils vivent en
concubinage / …

To live with a boyfriend/girlfriend; I’m going to live with my boy/girlfriend / 
They live together / …

3 Se divorcer; Mes parents sont divorcés To be divorced; My parents are divorced

4 Un petit-ami / Une petite amie; J’ai un petit-ami / Je n’ai pas de petite-amie en
ce moment

A boyfriend / a girlfriend; I have a boyfriend / I don’t have a girlfriend at the 
moment

5 Célibataire; En ce moment, je suis célibataire ; Je pense que je vais rester
célibataire Single; At the moment, I am single; I think that I’m going to stay single

F HIGHER LEVEL “WOW” PHRASES

1
Using reflexive verbs: Je m’entends bien avec ma belle-mère, puisqu’elle est…  
/  Je me dispute souvent avec ma soeur / Je trouve qu’il/on se fâche
facilement / …

I get on well with my step-mum, since she is… / I often argue with my 
sister / I find that he/we get(s) angry easily / …

2 Using direct object pronouns: Je l’ai rencontré / Je vais le faire plus tard / I (have) met him/her  /  I’m going to do it later / …

3 Comparatives: Elle est plus/moins grande que moi /  Il est aussi grand que 
son père / …

She is more/less tall than me (taller/less tall than) / He is as tall as his 
father / …

4 Irregular comparatives: Il travaille mieux que moi /  Elle est pire que lui! He works better than me / She is worse than him!

5 Asking questions: Est-ce que tu t’entends bien avec…?  /  Comment est ton/ta 
…?  / Que penses-tu du concubinage? / …

Do you get on well with…? / What is your … like? / What do you think of 
(couples) living together?

E VERB USE AND TENSES
1 Quand j’étais plus jeune, j’étais…  (très / un peu)  mince / gros(se) / … When I was younger (lit: “more young”) I was… (very / a bit) thin / fat / …

2 Quand j’étais petit(e) j’avais les cheveux…  / des tâches de rousseur / … When I was little I had … hair  /  freckles / …

3 Quelquefois je peux être...  têtu(e) / autoritaire / agaçant(e) / bête Sometimes I can be…  stubborn / bossy / annoying / silly

4 Un jour, je voudrais (+ INFINITIVE VERB) On day I would like (to …)

5 FUTURE TENSE endings:  J’adopterai / Tu adopteras / Il/Elle/On adoptera / 
Nous adopterons / Vous adopterez / Ils adopteront I / You / He/She/One / We / You / They will adopt



A HIGH FREQUENCY 
VOCABULARY

1 une maison a house

2 un appartement a flat

3 un immeuble a block of flats

4 un bâtiment a building

5 dans le nord /  
sud in the north/south

6 à l’est / l’ouest in the east / west

7 une ville / un
village a town / a village

8 le quartier neighbourhood

9 en banlieue in the suburbs

10 près de / loin de near to / far from

C DESCRIBING YOUR HOME / TOWN

1
J’habite une grande / petite maison
J’habite une maison de taille moyenne dans une ville /
J’habite un appartement dans un village qui s’appelle...

I live in a big / small house
I live in a medium-sized house           in a town  / 
I live in a flat                                         in a village which is called…

2 Ma maison est grande / petite / de taille moyenne / vieille / moderne / 
confortable / My house is big / small / medium-sized / old / modern / comfortable / …

3
Dans ma maison il y a (dix) pièces: l’entrée / le salon / la cuisine / la salle à 
manger / la chambre / la salle de bains / le bureau / le garage / le jardin / la 
douche

In my house there is/are (ten) rooms: the hallway / lounge / kitchen / 
dining room / bedroom / bathroom / office / garage / garden / shower / …

4

Ma ville s’appelle Burton / Derby / Birmingham / Londres / Paris / Marseille 
/ …
Mon village s’appelle Tutbury / Rolleston / Anslow / …
Mon quartier s’appelle Stretton / Horninglow / …

My town is called …
My village is called …
My neighbourhood / area is called …

5 Il / Elle se situe dans le nord / sud / centre de l’Angleterre / de la France. It is situated (it is) in the north / south / midlands of England / France.

6
C’est une grande / belle / jolie ville industrielle / historique / pittoresque / 
multiculurelle / animée / agréable / typique / célèbre / sale / propre / 
bruyante / ennuyeuse / …

It’s a big / beautiful / pretty / industrial / historical / picturesque / 
multicultural / lively / nice / typical / famous / dirty / clean / noisy / boring / 
… town.  
(NOTE position of French adjectives)

7 C’est un grand / beau / joli village / quartier agricole/ pittoresque / animé / 
agréable / typique / sale / propre / bruyant / calme / ennuyeux / …

It’s a big / beautiful / pretty  / agricultural / picturesque / lively / nice / 
typical / dirty / clean / noisy / calm / boring / … village / area.
(NOTE position of French adjectives)

8 Près de chez moi on peut aller / faire / visiter / jouer / voir… Near where I live you can go / do / visit / play / see…

B KEY VERBS

1

HABITER

J’habite
Tu habites
Il / Elle / On habite
Nous habitons
Vous habitez
Ils / Elles habitent

2

VIVRE (irreg)

Je vis
Tu vis
Il / Elle / On vit
Nous vivons
Vous vivez
Ils / Elles vivent

3

AVOIR (irreg)

J’ai 
Tu as 
Il / Elle / On a 
Nous avons 
Vous avez 
Ils / Elles ont

4

ÊTRE (irreg)

Je suis
Tu es
Il / Elle / On est
Nous sommes
Vous êtes
Ils / Elles sont

D CONDITIONAL TENSE – (IDEAL HOUSE / PLACE TO LIVE)
1 Si j’avais beaucoup d’argent / Si j’étais riche / Dans un monde idéal / Dans

mes rêves / … If I had a lot of money / If I was rich / In an ideal world / In my dreams

2 …j’habiterais dans une grande / énorme / belle maison moderne / 
confortable / … I would live in a big / enormous / beautiful / modern / comfortable house

3 Il y aurait une grande cuisine / un véranda chic et moderne / un grand 
jardin avec beaucoup de fleurs / une piscine dans la cave / un Jacuzzi / …

There would be a big kitchen / a stylish, modern conservatory / a big 
garden with lots of flowers / a swimming pool in the basement / a Jacuzzi/

4 Un jour, je voudrais habiter à (Paris) One day I would like to live in (Paris)

5 J’aurais un joli appartement au centre ville I would have a nice apartment in the town centre

6 Ma maison / Mon appartement serait… My house / my apartment would be…

7 Il y aurait… There would be…

8 Le matin / Le soir j’irais / je sortirais / je mangerais / jouerais / regarderais / 
ferais / …

(In) the morning / evening I would go / I would go out / I would eat / play / 
watch / do / …
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A HIGH FREQUENCY 
VOCABULARY

1 À mon avis In my opinion

2 Selon moi According to me

3 Ma maison My house

4 Ma ville My town

5 Mon apparetment My flat

6 Mon village My village

7 Mon quartier My area

8 trop (de) too much/many

9 assez (de) enough

10 pas assez (de) not enough

C EXPRESSING LIKES AND DISLIKES
1 Ce que j’aime, c’est … (ma chambre / le salon / les magasins / la belle église) What I like is…  (my bedroom / the lounge / the shops / the lovely church)

2 Il y a beaucoup de…  (choses à faire / jouets pour les enfants / transports en
commun)

There is/are a lot of…  (things to do / toys (play equipment) for children / 
public transport)

3 Il y a plein de…  (bons magasins / cafés et restaurants / …) There are plenty of…  (good shops / cafés and restaurants)

4 On est tout près de/du/des…  (de la plage / du collège / des magasins) We are really near to…  (to the beach / to the school / to the shops)

5 Ce que je n’aime pas, c’est que… (c’est trop petit / c’est assez bruyant) What I don’t like is that…  (it’s too small / it’s quite noisy)

6 Ce que j’aime le moins, c’est…  (la circulation en ville / le bruit / la pollution) What I like the least is…  (the traffic in town / the noise / the pollution)

7 Le pire de mon quartier, c’est…  (tous les déchets par terre / …) The worst thing about my neighbourhood is… (all the rubbish on the ground 
/ …)

B KEY VERBS

1

AIMER

J’aime
Tu aimes
Il / Elle / On aime
Nous aimons
Vous aimez
Ils / Elles aiment

2

POUVOIR (irreg)

Je peux
Tu peux
Il / Elle / On peut
Nous pouvons
Vous pouvez
Ils / Elles peuvent

3

AVOIR (irreg)

J’ai
Tu as
Il / Elle / On a
Nous avons
Vous avez
Ils /Elles ont

4

ÊTRE (irreg)

Je suis
Tu es
Il / Elle / On est
Nous sommes
Vous êtes
Ils / Elle sont

D LES INCONVÉNIENTS (DISADVANTAGES)
1 L’inconvénient de mon quartier, c’est que / qu’… The disadvantage of my neighbourhood is that…

2 Bien que j’aime ma ville, il y a aussi des inconvénients. Par exemple… Although I like my town, there are also some disadvantages. For example…

3 Il n’y a pas de patinoire et il n’y a plus de (bon) centre sportif. There is no ice rink, and there is no longer a (good) sports centre.

4 Il n’y a ni piscine ouverte ni la mer There is neither an open-air swimming pool nor the sea.

5 Le centre-ville est assez sale et bondé le week-end. The town centre is quite dirty and crowded at the weekend.

6 Dans le passé, il y avait beaucoup de parcs, mais maintenant… In the past, there were lots of parks, but now…

7 …il n’y a pas assez d’espaces verts. …there are not enough green spaces.
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E DESCRIBING MY REGION
1 Dans ma region il y a un grand parc d’attractions / un arborétum

commémoratif / une brasserie célèbre / …
In my region there is … a big theme park / a memorial arboretum / a famous 
brewery / …

2 Aussi ma région est connue pour sa brasserie célèbre / le fameux chocolat
Cadbury / le musée du ‘Black Country’ / …

Also, my region is well-known for its famous brewery / the famous 
Cadbury’s chocolate / the Black Country museum / ..

3 Notre région est idéal pour ceux qui aiment la campagne / les endroits
paisibles / la bière / …

Our region is ideal for those who like… the countryside / peaceful places / 
beer / …

4 Il y a (un grand centre sportif / un superbe cinéma)  donc on peut (jouer au 
sport / voir des films) avec des amis.

There is (a big sports centre / a superb cinema) so you can (play sport / see 
films) with friends.

5 Pour les touristes, il y a… For tourists there is…

6 Cependant, maheureusement, il n’y a pas de… However, unfortunately, there is no…



Year 10 History – Key topic 1: Anglo-Saxon England and the Norman Conquest, 1060-66
A ANGLO-SAXON SOCIETY
1 Anglo-Saxon England A period in the history of England from the fifth century 

until the Norman Conquest of 1066.

2 Aristocracy People in society who were important because of their 
wealth and power.

3 Ceorls ‘Free’ peasant farmers who were not tied to their land.

4 Thegns Local lords, there between 4000 and 5000 of them by 
1060. Thegns were important in the local community. 

5 Earls The highest member of the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy, they 
controlled an area called an earldom.

6 Shire reeve An official of the king, also known as a sheriff. They 
managed the king’s estates and collected revenue.

7 The 
Danelaw

The part of England where Danish (Viking) power was 
strongest, the area kept some Danish laws.

8 Witan Powerful lords and bishops who were advisors to Anglo-
Saxon kings.

9 Tithings A grouping of ten households for legal and security 
purposes.

10 Barter Exchange of goods for other goods without using money.

11 Geld 
Tax

A tax on land which went to the king, it was originally to 
pay off the Vikings (it was called Danegeld).

12 Wergild The cash value of someone’s life in Anglo-Saxon England.

13 Blood 
Feud

A lengthy conflict between families involving a cycle 
retaliatory killings.

14 Trial by 
Ordeal

A method determining guilt or innocence. The accused 
person had to undergo a test ‘controlled by God’.

B EDWARD THE CONFESSOR AND THE SUCCESSION 
CRISIS

1 The House of 
Godwin

The Godwin family were powerful and influential in the late Anglo-
Saxon period.

2 Embassy An official visit by representatives from one ruler to another.

3 Succession The process that decides who should be the next king or queen to 
‘succeed’ to the throne.

4 Edward the 
Confessor

The king at the start of 1066, his death without a clear heir on 5th

January triggered a succession crisis.
5 Oath A solemn promise to do something, often sworn on religious relics.

6 Harold 
Godwinson

A powerful Anglo-Saxon nobleman, he was the Earl of Wessex

7 Tostig
Godwinson

The brother of Harold Godwinson. He was the Earl of Northumbria 
but he was stripped of his title in 1065.

8 Morcar He was invited to replace Tostig as the Earl of Northumbria after a 
rising in 1065.

C THE RIVAL CLAIMANTS TO THE THRONE

1
Harold Godwinson’s 

claim
An experienced English earl with the support of the Witan. 
He was the brother-in-law of Edward the Confessor, who 
he claimed promised him the throne on his deathbed.

2 Edgar 
Aethling

The English great-nephew of Edward the Confessor. He 
was too young and too inexperienced to become king.

3 Harald Hardrada The King of Norway. He was a feared warrior and he 
believed that England should have a Viking ruler again.

4 William of Normandy The Duke of Normandy, he was related to Edward the 
Confessor. He claimed that both Edward and Harold 
Godwinson had promised him the throne.

5 6th January 1066 Harold Godwinson was crowned as king. William and 
Harald Hardrada were both furious.

6 20th September  1066 Harald Hardrada, with the support of Tostig, defeated 
Anglo-Saxon forces in the Battle of Gate Fulford.

7 25th September 1066 Harold Godwinson’s troops won the Battle of Stamford 
Bridge, both Harald Hardrada and Tostig were killed.

D THE NORMAN INVASION
1 28th September 

1066
William of Normandy landed at Pevensey on the south coast of 
England.

2 The fyrd The Anglo-Saxon army, the king called up these soldiers when 
they were required.

3 Housecarls Highly-trained troops that protected their lord wherever he went, 
they served as a bodyguard.

4 Shield wall A military tactic used by Anglo-Saxon and Viking armies, it was 
a strong defensive formation.

5 Norman 
knights

William was able to call upon elite troops mounted on 
horseback.

6 14th October 1066 The Battle of Hastings was fought. Harold was killed and William 
was victorious.

7 William’s 
victory

The Normans defeated their exhausted English enemies by 
combining leadership, tactics and luck.

8 Crossbow A weapon used by the Normans at the Battle of Hastings, it 
gave them an advantage over the English.

9 Feigned 
Retreat

A tactic deployed successfully by the Normans at Hastings, it 
created gaps in the English shield wall.

10 25th December 
1066

Duke William of Normandy was crowned as the King of England 
in Westminster Abbey.



Year 10 History – Key topic 1: Medicine in medieval England, c.1250-c.1500

A IDEAS ABOUT THE CAUSE OF DISEASE AND ILLNESS
1 Supernatural The belief that the cause of disease cannot be explained by 

science or the laws of nature.

2 Astrology The study of planets and stars, and how they influence the lives 
and health of people.

3 The Church Religion was very influential in explaining the causes of illness 
and disease in the Middle Ages.

4 Hippocrates A physician from Ancient Greece, he created the Theory of the 
Four Humours.

5 Galen
A Roman physician who developed the Theory of the Four 
Humours. The Church supported his ideas for many centuries.

6
The Theory of 

the Four 
Humours

The theory that your body contained four liquids – blood, phlegm, 
black bile and yellow bile. It was believed that your health was 
based upon the humours remaining balanced.

7 Famine Food shortages, usually due to bad harvests, which caused 
malnutrition and death. 

8 Rational Logical ideas about illness and disease linked to science and 
nature.

9 Miasma Smells from decomposing materials which were believed to cause 
disease.

10 Diagnosis Identifying the nature of an illness after considering the different 
symptoms.

B APPROACHES TO PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
1 Physician A doctor qualified to practise medicine, they trained at 

university.

2 Apothecary A pharmacist or chemist, specialising in herbal remedies.

3 Barber surgeon A barber who also performed simple surgery, such as 
bloodletting and pulling teeth.

4 Hospitals
Medieval hospitals were run by the Church, care was provided 
by monks and nuns. England had 1,100 hospitals by 1500.

5 Care in the 
home

Most sick people were cared for at home, usually by a female 
relative.

6
Herbal remedies Medicines made from a mixture of plants, often containing 

beneficial ingredients. 

7 Bloodletting A treatment linked to the Theory of the Four Humours, it 
involved drawing blood from a patient.

8 Purging Physically removing the humours from the body.

9 The Theory of 
Opposites

Galen’s belief that the humours can be balanced by giving the 
patient a treatment which is the ‘opposite’ of their symptoms.

10 Regimen 
Sanitatis

A set of instructions provided by a physician to help a patient 
maintain good health. The idea dated back to Ancient Greece. 

11
Purifying the air Removing the bad air (miasma) thought to cause illness and 

disease, often with herbs or flowers.

12 Religious 
remedies

Many people turned to the Church to prevent and treat illness. 
Actions included prayers, fasting, flagellation and going on 
pilgrimages.

13 Pilgrimage
A holy journey to a religious monument, shrine or place. 
Pilgrims hoped that God would spare them from disease and 
illness. 

14 Penance A self-inflicted punishment, such as flagellation, to show God 
that you were sorry for your sins.

C CASE STUDY – THE BLACK DEATH

1
The Black Death

A deadly disease which reached England in 1348, it killed around 
one-third of the population. Modern experts  believe it was three 
different plagues (bubonic, pneumonic and septicaemic).

2 Epidemic A widespread outbreak of an infectious disease at a particular 
time.

3
Flagellants

Religious believers who whipped themselves to repent their sins 
and seek God’s forgiveness to avoid the Black Death.

4 Quarantine Separating the sick to stop the spread of disease.



Year 10 History – Key topic 2: The Medical Renaissance in England, c.1500-c.1700

A IDEAS ABOUT THE CAUSE OF DISEASE AND ILLNESS
1 The Renaissance A period in European history which saw the rebirth of ideas from 

Ancient Greece and Rome.

2 Secular Not religious or connected with spiritual beliefs. 

3 Changes in ideas A more scientific approach to medicine emerged, people 
challenged the authority of the Catholic Church. 

4 Continuity in 
ideas

People still believed in miasma and the Theory of the Four 
Humours.

5 Thomas 
Sydenham

A doctor known as the ‘English Hippocrates’, he placed great 
importance on observing a patient in the 1660s and 1670s.

6 The printing 
press

A machine for reproducing text and pictures. It became widespread 
during the Renaissance, circulating new ideas.

7 The Royal 
Society

Founded in 1660 to encourage scientific experimentation and 
discussion. King Charles II supported the group. 

8 Antony van 
Leeuwenhoek

A Dutch scientist who developed more powerful microscopes and 
observed ‘animalcules’, or ‘little animals’.

B APPROACHES TO PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
1 Transference The idea that illness or disease could be transferred to 

something else.

2 The New World
Europeans first travelled to North and South America in the 
1490s, new remedies were discovered and brought back treat 
various diseases.

3 Iatrochemistry The science of looking for chemical cures for illness, rather than 
using herbs and natural remedies.

4 Changes in 
ideas

There was a move towards more scientific thinking, the role of 
the Church and superstition declined.

5 Continuity in 
ideas

Many medieval ideas remained, these included bloodletting, 
purging, herbal remedies and the removal of bad air.

6 Hospitals
The Dissolution of the Monasteries in 1536 caused the closure 
of most hospitals Church hospitals. They were replaced by 
charity hospitals with a greater focus on science.

7 Pest houses A type of hospital for people with a specific, contagious disease.

8 Anatomy The branch of science concerned with the bodily structure of 
humans.

9 Dissection Cutting up a body to study the internal parts.

10 Andreas 
Vesalius

A famous anatomist, he dissected bodies and published his 
findings which challenged the work of Galen.

11
On the Fabric of 
the Human Body

A book published by Vesalius in 1543 which contained detailed 
anatomical drawings of the human body.

C CASE STUDIES – WILLIAM HARVEY / THE GREAT 
PLAGUE

1 William Harvey An English doctor who was an expert on the heart and the 
circulation of blood in the body.

2 1628
Harvey published ‘An Anatomical Account of the Motion of the 
Heart and Blood in Animals’, his book corrected the mistakes of 
Galen.

3
The Great Plague 

of 1665
The most serious outbreak of the bubonic plague in England since 
the Black Death.

4 Plague doctor A doctor who would diagnose and treat the plague, they wore 
birdlike masks containing herbs to ward off miasma.

5 Quack doctors Somebody without any medical qualifications who sold their 
services as a doctor or apothecary.

6
Government 

action
Measures were taken to try and stop the spread of the plague, this 
included cleaning the streets, burning tar and killing cats and dogs.



Year 10 History – Key topic 2: William I in power: securing the kingdom, 1066-87

A ESTABLISHING CONTROL
1 Submission Formal acceptance of and surrender to authority. 

2 Edwin
The Anglo-Saxon Earl of Mercia from 1062. He and his brother, Morcar, 
submitted to William in 1066.

3 Confiscate To seize someone’s land.

4 Homage When a noble accepts the king as his lord.

5 The 
Marches

The border region between England and Wales. William placed them 
under the control of three Norman earls.

6 Colonisation
When one country encourages the migration of its people to another 
country.

7 Motte The mound of earth that the castle stood on.

8 Bailey
The outer part of the castle, surrounding the motte and protected by a 
fence or wall.

9 Palisade
A strong timber fence which protected a motte and bailey castle from 
attack.

10 Moat
A defensive ditch which was filled with water to protect the palisade.

B ANGLO-SAXON RESISTANCE, 1068-71
1 1068 The revolt of Edwin and Morcar.

2
Harrying

To carry out a persistent attack on an enemy by laying waste to their 
territory.

3
1069

Edgar Aethling led the rebellions in the north. He gained support from 
the Scots and the Danes.

4 Robert 
Cumin

A Norman who was chosen by William to be a new Earl in the north, he 
was killed in Durham by rebels.

5
York

The most important city in the north. William brutally crushed a revolt in 
the city and built a new castle.

6
Castellan

The governor of a castle and its surrounding area. William gave these 
roles to loyal Normans to control English rebels.

7 Guerrilla 
war

When small bands attack a larger force by surprise and then disappear 
back into the local population.

8 Hereward the 
Wake

An Anglo-Saxon who led opposition to William in the eastern part of 
England in the early 1070s.

9 The 
Fens

An area of flat marshland in eastern England containing the city of Ely. 
Hereward was based in this region.

C THE LEGACY OF RESISTANCE TO 1087
1 The Harrying of the 

North
During 1069-70, William laid waste to much of the north to gain 
revenge over the rebels who rejected his rule.

2
Features of the 

Harrying of the North Homes were destroyed, crops and livestock were killed. The land 
was poisoned with salt.

3
Consequences of the 
Harrying of the North

Many died from starvation. Some resorted to cannibalism and others 
fled the north. No further Anglo-Saxon rebellions occurred in the 
region.

4 Tenants-in-chief
The large landowners of Norman England who held their land directly 
from the king.

5 Forfeit
To lose something as a punishment for committing a crime or a bad 
action.

6 Land grabs
An illegal Norman method of seizing land from the Anglo-Saxons. 

7 Tenure
Meaning ‘to hold’ in Latin – it is a short, but precise, way of talking 
about landholding and landownership.

8 Vassal
Someone who held their land in return for services to their Norman 
lord.

9 Royal ceremonies William began ceremonies in which he wore his crown to 
demonstrate his royal power.

10 Coinage and writs William’s image appeared on coins and writs (official documents) as 
a reminder of his authority.

11 Oaths 
William held oath-taking ceremonies in which landowners swore 
allegiance to the king.

D THE REVOLT OF THE EARLS, 1075
1

The Revolt of the 
Earls

The last serious rebellion against William, it took place in 1075.

2
Ralph, Earl of East 

Anglia
A Norman who was the son of one of William’s chief advisors, 
a leader of the Revolt of the Earls.

3
Roger, Earl of 

Hereford
The son of William FitzOsborn, a powerful Norman ally of 
William. He was a leader of the Revolt of the Earls.

4
Waltheof, Earl of 

Northumbria
The only Anglo-Saxon leader of the Revolt of the Earls.  

5 The causes of the 
Revolt of the Earls

The earls resented losing land, power and privileges. They 
hoped to harness the support of the Anglo-Saxon population 
and the Danes.

6 Magnate
The historical term for a great, important and influential figure.

7 Excommunication
Cutting someone off from the Church, people believed this 
prevented you from ever going to heaven.

8 The defeat of the 
Revolt of the Earls

The revolt was poorly planned and lacked support. Waltheof
informed the king’s supporters of the plan. The Danes backed 
down when William returned from Normandy.

9
Consequences of the 

Revolt of the Earls
Ralph escaped to Brittany. Roger was imprisoned until his 
death. Waltheof fled abroad but later returned to England, he 
was imprisoned and then executed. 



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 10 FOUNDATION TERM 1
A AVERAGES AND RANGE

1 Mean
The sum of the values divided by the number of 
values

2 Mean from a table
Multiply each category by its frequency, sum 
these values, then divide this by the sum of the 
frequencies

3 Comparing
Use one type of average (mean, median or 
mode) and the range

4 Median
Put the data in order, then find the middle value. 
Where n is the number of values (n+1)!2 will be 
the position of the median

5 Outlier
An extreme value that doesn’t fit the overall 
pattern

6 Modal class (Mode) Is the class with the highest frequency

7 Estimating mean

When a frequency table contains grouped data, 
you can take midpoints of each class as 
estimates for the data values, then using these 
follow the mean from a table process

8 Survey
A sample is taken to represent the population. 
Care must be taken to avoid biased results

9 Random sample
Every member of the population has an equal 
chance of inclusion

B PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME 1

1 Perimeter
The total length around the outside of a 2D 
shape

2 Area The size of the space inside a 2D shape

3 Area units Squared units e.g. cm2, mm2, m2

4 Area of a rectangle = length x width
= l x w

5 Area of a 
parallelogram

= base x vertical height
= b x h

6 Area of a triangle
= 
!
" x base x vertical height

= !" x b x h

7 Area of a trapezium = !" x (a + b) x h

8 Compound shape A shape which is made up of two or more shapes.

9 Surface area The area of the 2D faces of a 3D shape

10 Volume The size of the space within a 3D shape

11 Volume of a cuboid
= length x width x height
= l x w x h

12 Prism A 3D shape with a 
constant cross-section

13 Volume of a prism Area of cross-section x length

14 Capacity The volume of liquid that fits within a 3D shape

15 Converting units

1 cm3 = 1 ml, 1000cm3 = 1 litre
Areas:
100mm2 = 1cm2 10000cm2 = 1m2 100000m2 = 1 
hectare
Volumes:
1000mm3 = 1cm3 1000000cm3 = 1m3



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 10 FOUNDATION TERM 1
C GRAPHS

1 Horizontal line The equation of the line is y = a where a is any number

2 Vertical line The equation of the line is x = a where a is any number

3 Gradient
The “steepness” of a line. Calculated by #$%&' #(/*+,$#$%&' -./+''
This represents the change in the y value for a 1 unit 
change in x.

4 Parallel lines Have an equal gradient

5 Linear graph
A straight line graph where the equation can be written 
in the form y = mx + c where m is the gradient and c is 
the y-intercept

6 Distance-time graphs

Represent a journey and the y-axis is the distance from 
the starting point. A horizontal lines means no 
movement. A straight line shows constant speed. The 
gradient is the speed.

7 Average speed Total Distance ! Total Time

8 Rate of change graph Shows how a quantity changes over time

D TRANSFORMATIONS

1 Translation The movement of a shape to a new position. 
Described using a column vector

2 Column vector The top number indicates left (-ve) or right
The bottom number indicates up or down (-ve)

3 Reflection A shape “flips” over a mirror line. Described by 
the equation of the mirror line

4 Rotation

A shape turns centred around a point. To 
describe, state the centre of rotation, the 
number of degrees rotated and in which 
direction

5 Enlargement

A change in size of a shape (both smaller or 
larger). Side lengths are multiplied by the scale 
factor. To describe, state the scale factor and 
the centre of enlargement.



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 9 HIGHER TERM 1MATHEMATICS - YEAR 10 HIGHER TERM 1
A AREA AND VOLUME

1 Area of a trapezium = !"(a+b)h

2 Units 1cm2 = 100mm2 1 hectare (ha) = 10000m2

3 Error interval
The range of values within which a rounded number 
could be. E.g. a value rounded to the nearest 
integer is 13, The error interval is 12.5≤x<13.5

4 Volume The space within a 3D shape (m3, mm3, cm3)

5 Capacity The volume of liquid that fits within a 3D shape (ml, 
litres). 1cm3 = 1ml

6 Surface area The total area of all faces of a 3D shape.

7 Prism A 3D shape with a constant cross-section.

8 Volume of a prism Area of cross-section x length.

9 Circumference The perimeter of a circle. C=!d or C=2!r

10 Area of a circle A=!r2

11 Cylinder

The volume of a cylinder of radius r
and height h is:
V = !r2h

The surface area of the same 
cylinder is:
S.A. = 2!r2 + 2!rh

12 Sphere

For a sphere of radius r:

Surface Area = 4!r2

Volume = #$!r3

B TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
CONSTRUCTIONS

1 Views From above is called the plan view, from the front is the 
front elevation and the side is the side elevation.

2 Transformation Moves a shape to a different position. Types include: 
Translation, Reflection, Rotation and Enlargement.

3 Object An original shape pre-transformation.

4 Image The result of a transformation.

5 Rotation
The object rotates. Moves by an angle, (anti)clockwise 
and from a centre of rotation. Object and Image are 
congruent.

6 Enlargement
A change in size (larger or smaller). Moves using a scale 
factor and from a centre of enlargement. Object and image 
are similar. Area increases by the  (scale factor)2.

7 Translation
The shape moves position only. It is described by a 
column vector e.g. "

%$ meaning 2 right, 3 down. Object 
and image are congruent.

8 Reflection The shape reflects over a mirror line which can be an 
equation. Object and image are congruent.

9 Resultant vector Where several vectors combine into 1 single vector.

10 Bearings An angle measured clockwise from north, given as 3 digits, 
used for directions.

13 Volume of a pyramid !
$ area of base x vertical height

14 Cone

Volume = !$!r2h (h is vertical height)
Surface area = !rl +!r2
(l is the slant height, !rl is the 
curved surface area)
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11 Construct Draw accurately using a ruler and compass.

12 Perpendicular bisector Cuts a line exactly in half at 90o.

13 Angle bisector Cuts an angle exactly in half.

14 Locus A set of points that obey a rule.

15 Locus: fixed distance from 
a point A circle drawn around the point.

16 Locus: Equidistant from 2 
points Points lie on the perpendicular bisector.

17 Locus: Equidistant from 2 
lines Points lie on the angle bisector.

C EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

1 Solving quadratics Find the value(s) of the unknown. They can be solved 
by factorising.

2 Roots The x value(s) of a function when it is equal to zero.

3 Quadratic formula
Can be used to solve a 
quadratic equation of the
form ax2 + bx + c = 0

4 Completing the square

x2 + bx + c can be written in the form:

(x + !")
2 - (!")

2 + c

ax2 + bx + c can be written as:

a(x + !#x)2 + c 

before completing the square for the expression inside the 
brackets.

5 Simultaneous equations When there are two unknowns, you need two equations to 
solve them.

6 Solutions to simultaneous 
equations

The solutions represent where graphs of the two 
equations would intersect.

7 Inequalities on number 
lines

An empty circle shows a number is not included. A filled in 
circle shows a number is included. An arrow indicates that 
solutions continue to infinity.

8 Solving inequalities
Use the same methods as when solving an equation. If 
ever multiplying or dividing by a negative, you must 
reverse the direction of the inequality symbol.

9 Solving 2 xided
inequalities (e.g. 2≤2x<7)

Apply the same strategies to solve as above, however 
apply each solution step to all parts of the inequality.
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B RENEWABLE RESOURCES
1 Renewable Will not run out.

2 Biofuel
Carbon neutral. Reliable.
Use anywhere. Stores chemical 
energy. Dilute energy source.

3 Wind, wave and 
solar.

No greenhouse gases. Unreliable.
Free energy sources.

4
Geothermal, 
hydroelectric and 
tidal.

No greenhouse gases. Reliable.
Limited locations. Free energy 
sources.

C NON- RENEWABLE RESOURCES
1 Non-renewable Will run out.

2 Coal, oil and natural 
gas

Store chemical energy.
Produce greenhouse gases.
Reliable.

3 Nuclear
No greenhouse gases. Produce 
nuclear waste. Release lots of 
energy. Reliable.

D ENERGY EQUATIONS
1 KE E = 0.5 X mass x {velocity)²

2 GPE E = mass x gravitational field strength x 
change in height

3 EPE E = 0.5 x spring constant x (extension}²

4 Spring constant The stiffness of a spring or elastic 
object.

5 Energy transferred work done = force x distance

6 Efficiency 
(no unit)

A ENERGY

1 Energy stores

Main 5
Thermal (Internal) energy
Kinetic energy
Gravitational potential energy
Elastic potential energy
Chemical energy
3 Others
Magnetic 
Nuclear
Electrostatic 

2 Energy 
transfers

Mechanic work (by a moving force).
Electrical work (carried by electrons)
Radiation (carried by waves)
Heating (moving between thermal energy 
stores by conduction/convection)

3 Conservation 
of energy

Energy can be transferred usefully, stored 
or dissipated, but never created or 
destroyed.

The TOTAL amount of energy stays the 
same.

4 Joules (J) The unit of energy; 
1 kilojoule (kJ) = 1000 joules

5 Dissipated
When energy is transferred in a way that is 
not useful, e.g. to the thermal energy store 
of the surrounding air particles.
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C MAINS ELECTRICITY
1 Electrical power The rate at which energy is transferred

2 UK Mains Alternating p.d. / alternating current supply 
at 50 Hz and 230 V potential difference 

3 Live Wire Brown - 230 V

4 Neutral Wire Blue - 0 V

5 Earth Wire Green & yellow stripes - 0 V

A CIRCUIT SYMBOLS

1 Open 
Switch 8 LED

2 Closed 
Switch 9 Lamp

3 Cell 10 Fuse

4 Battery 11 Voltmeter

5 Diode 12 Ammeter

6 Resistor 13 Thermistor

7 Variable 
resistor 14 LDR

D IV GRAPHS

1 Fixed Resistor

2 Filament lamps

3 LED

B EQUATIONS
1 Charge Charge (Q) = Current (I) x time (t)

2 Potential 
Difference

Potential Difference (V) = Current (I) x 
Resistance (R)

3 Resistance in 
Series circuits Rtotal = R1 + R2 …

4 Power Power (P) = Current (I) x Potential 
Difference (V)



B PARTICLE MODEL

1 Solid Particles vibrate in fixed positions
Least energetic state

2 Liquid Particles in contact but move randomly
More energetic than solid

3 Gas Particles move randomly, are far apart
Most energetic state

4 Change of State Mass and temperature is constant

5 Solid warms

6 Solid melts

7 Liquid warms

8 Liquid boils

PHYSICS TRILOGY – YEAR 10 – PARTICLE MODEL

A DENSITY

1 Density (kg/m3) = Mass (kg)
Volume (m3)

2 Floating Object with lower density

3 Measure mass 
with balance

4 Submerge object
in water

5 Measure volume of 
displaced water

6 Calculate density

C INTERNAL ENERGY
1 Boiling Point Temperature at which boiling occurs

2 Melting Point Temperature at which melting occurs

3 Evaporation From surface of liquid can be below boiling point

4 Internal Energy Energy stored in the particles
Can be kinetic or potential

5 Changing
Temperature Changes in internal kinetic energy

6 Specific Heat 
Capacity

Energy required for 1 kg of material to change 
temperature by 1˚C

7 Changing State Changes in internal potential energy

8 Latent Heat Energy required for 1 kg of material to change 
state

9 Gas Pressure Collision of gas particles and surfaces

10
Effect of 
increasing 
temperature on 
pressure

Increases kinetic energy so particles move faster
Faster particle collide with the surface more often
More collisions means more pressure

11

82.3 g

8

9

10

6 7

8

5

D HEAT CAPACITY PRACTICAL
1 Measure mass of block 

with balance

2 Insulate block

3 Connect electric heater

4
Measure voltage, 
current, time and  
temperature

5
Calculate power,
energy transferred and 
heat capacity

12V

A V

--- g

1

2

3

4

5
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A ATOMIC STRUCTURE

1 Atom

The smallest part of an element. 
Neutral.  
Number of protons = number of 
electrons. 
Radius roughly 0.1nm

2 Nucleus
The centre of the atom that 
contains protons and neutrons, so 
contains all the mass of the atom.

3 Proton
Positive subatomic particle found 
in the nucleus. 
Charge +1. Relative mass 1.

4 Neutron
Neutral subatomic particle found in 
the nucleus. 
Charge 0. Relative mass 1.

5 Electron

Negative subatomic particle found 
around the nucleus in 
shells/energy levels. 
Charge -1. Relative mass 0.

C NUCLEAR DECAY

1 Decay

The changing of the unstable 
nucleus of one element, into the 
nucleus of a different element, by 
releasing an alpha or beta particle.

2 Activity
The number of decays per second, 
measured in becquerels (Bq).

3 Half-life
The time take for the number of 
nuclei or the activity to reach half 
the starting value. 

B 4 TYPES OF RADIATION

1 Alpha

A particle released from an unstable 
nucleus consisting of 2 protons and 
2 neutrons (so the same as a helium 
nucleus).

2 Beta

A particle released from an unstable 
nucleus, when a neutron changes 
into a proton, releasing a negatively 
charged electron (beta particle).

3 Gamma

Energy released as a high 
frequency electromagnetic wave, 
from an unstable and excited 
nucleus.

4 Neutron
High energy neutron particles 
released during nuclear fission and 
fusion reactions.

5
4
3
2


